Assessment and improvement of liver specific function of the AMC-bioartificial liver.
The variety of methods for measuring bioactive mass and functionality of bioartificial livers (BAL) is confusing and prevents accurate comparison of reported data. Here we present a comparison of different hepatocyte quantification methods and propose that estimation of cell pellet volume after centrifugation generates a reliable, useful and fast method. In addition a correlation is made between several function tests performed in 26 bioreactors to assess their predictive value. The ammonia eliminating capacity was found to be most predictive for other liver functions, except for lidocaine elimination as a measure of mixed function oxidase activity, which should therefore be determined separately. The oxygen consumption test proved to be an easy and predictive parameter as well. The first generation of our BAL system needed further development to assure optimal treatment of acute liver failure (ALF) patients. Changes in the porcine hepatocyte isolation method and bioreactor loading as well as changes in bioreactor configuration, including use of different materials, resulted in a significantly improved level and maintenance of in vitro BAL function. A fourfold increase in ammonia eliminating capacity, which is only reduced to 75% after seven days of culturing, offers promising prospects for further clinical application. The current second generation of our BAL and improvement of hepatocyte isolation and testing protocols have led to a significant increase in the level as well as the maintenance of hepatocyte specific function in our BAL. Finally, consensus on definition of the bioactive mass to be loaded in the bioreactor and insight in the variation and reliability of the functional and metabolic parameters enhances comparison of the different types of bioartificial livers presented in literature.